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Outside Reversal Month in the US Dollar
The US Dollar Index made a multi-year high in January, but then reversed lower, taking out
the December low on the last day of the month. This was only the seventh outside reversal
in the last four decades (green bars). Two of those were at the comparable points in our
16/17-year cyclic model; November 1982 and July 1999. Prices continued lower for another
three to four percent in the next two months and then resumed the uptrend. Support is to be
expected around the 12-month moving average (97.22). The upper target remains 112.
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Opinions in this report are solely those of the author. The information herein was obtained from various
sources; however, we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This research report is prepared for
general circulation and is circulated for general information only. It does not have regard to the specific
investment objectives, financial situation, and the needs regarding the appropriateness of investing in any
securities or investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that
statements regarding future prospects may not be realized.
Investors  should  note  that  income  from  such  securities,  if  any,  may  fluctuate  and  that  each  security’s  price  
or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally invested. Past
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Neither the information nor any opinion
expressed constitutes an offer to buy or sell any securities or options or futures contracts. Foreign currency
rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related investment
mentioned in this report. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are influenced by
the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume currency risk. Moreover, from time to time,
members of the Institutional Advisors team may be long or short positions discussed in our publications.
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